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Abstract

Tripal is an open source software package for developing biological databases with a focus

on genetic and genomic data. It consists of a set of core modules that deliver essential func-

tions for loading and displaying data records and associated attributes including organisms,

sequence features and genetic markers. Beyond the core modules, community members

are encouraged to contribute extension modules to build on the Tripal core and to customize

Tripal for individual community needs. To expand the utility of the Tripal software system,

particularly for RNASeq data, we developed two new extension modules. Tripal

Elasticsearch enables fast, scalable searching of the entire content of a Tripal site as well as

the construction of customized advanced searches of specific data types. We demonstrate

the use of this module for searching assembled transcripts by functional annotation. A se-

cond module, Tripal Analysis Expression, houses and displays records from gene expres-

sion assays such as RNA sequencing. This includes biological source materials (biomateri-

als), gene expression values and protocols used to generate the data. In the case of an

RNASeq experiment, this would reflect the individual organisms and tissues used to pro-

duce sequencing libraries, the normalized gene expression values derived from the RNASeq

data analysis and a description of the software or code used to generate the expression val-

ues. The module will load data from common flat file formats including standard NCBI

Biosample XML. Data loading, display options and other configurations can be controlled by

authorized users in the Drupal administrative backend. Both modules are open source, in-

clude usage documentation, and can be found in the Tripal organization’s GitHub repository.

Database URL: Tripal Elasticsearch module: https://github.com/tripal/tripal_elasticsearch

Tripal Analysis Expression module: https://github.com/tripal/tripal_analysis_expression
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Introduction

Tripal is an open source toolkit for construction of online

genome databases (1, 2). Tripal is built on the Drupal con-

tent management system (www.drupal.org) and stores

data in the recommended standardized biological database

schema, Chado (3). Both Tripal and Chado are members

of the Generic Model Organism Database (GMOD) collec-

tion of open source and interoperable software tools

(http://gmod.org). Tripal consists of a core set of modules

that encompass a variety of common biological and genetic

data types, such as organisms, sequence features and gen-

etic markers which include attributes such as genus and

species, nucleotide residues and marker locations, re-

spectively. The software has been deployed for numerous

genetic and biological data websites, with over 15 active

sites listed on the Tripal information web page (http://tri

pal.info/sites_using_tripal). The adoption of this standar-

dized web database software platform has numerous ad-

vantages, including leveraging code developed across

different groups, standardization of data storage formats

and an active mailing list and developer community for

support.

The Tripal community encourages individual devel-

opers to extend and customize the software and provides

helpful tools for this, including an application program-

ming interface (API) and flexible data display templates.

By leveraging these features, user-contributed extension

modules provide additional functionality, including the up-

load and display of new data types such as transcriptome

assemblies by Tripal Analysis Unigene (https://github.com/

tripal/tripal_analysis_unigene), BLAST sequence similarity

results by Tripal Analysis BLAST (https://github.com/tri

pal/tripal_analysis_blast) and gene ontology annotations

through Tripal Analysis GO (https://github.com/tripal/tri

pal_analysis_go). The Tripal.info website provides a sys-

tem for developers to register their extension modules,

with descriptions of functionality, development status

(from in-development to ready-for-use), compatible ver-

sions of the Tripal core and compatible versions of the

Chado (http://tripal.info/extensions). Developers are also

able to join the Tripal organization on GitHub (https://

github.com/tripal) and contribute their modules in the cen-

tralized Tripal repository, thus encouraging discoverabil-

ity, collaboration and communication among developer

groups.

Despite the rich functionality already available,

including storage of gene or assembled transcript se-

quences and their functional annotation, Tripal does not

yet have robust search, storage or display of expression

information or the biological samples queried in expres-

sion studies. As next generation sequencing instruments

with high-throughput and low cost became available in

2005 and widely adopted by 2009, RNA sequencing

(RNAseq) has become the most common method for

assaying gene expression (4–6). This is reflected by the

rising percentage of RNA records in public databases. In

February of 2017 the NCBI sequence read archive (SRA)

contains 518 625 records for RNA sequencing runs from

Eukaryotes, representing 46% of the total Eukaryote se-

quence records.

A gene expression experiment seeks to quantify changes

in transcript abundance across different samples; this may

take the form of a broad survey (gene atlas) across many

tissues, time points or developmental stages, or as a tar-

geted profiling of changes induced by an experimental

treatment, often abiotic or biotic stress (7–9). To increase

the reusability of data and the comparison of data across

different experiments, community databases need to cap-

ture as much metadata as possible about these biomaterials

(10, 11). Once RNA is extracted and sequencing per-

formed, a standard bioinformatics analysis incorporates

sequence quality control steps such as adapter removal,

de novo assembly if a reference genome is not available,

mapping of reads to the reference assembly or genome,

quantification of reads per gene or transcript and normal-

ization of data (12, 13). These normalized values are

comparable across biomaterials and often visualized as a

heatmap for interpretation. Numerous software tools are

available for each step of the analysis, and the choice of

tool software, version and user-specified parameters in-

fluences final results (14, 15). Preserving methodological

details is critical for appropriate data interpretation and

to enable reuse, reproducibility and comparison among

datasets.

For a community genome database, users can mine gene

expression data to identify candidate genes or transcripts

for further study based on information about expression

patterns across different tissues and conditions. To further

this goal, we have developed two new publicly available

Tripal extension modules. The Elasticsearch module en-

ables more efficient and flexible searching powered by the

Elasticsearch software (https://www.elastic.co). With a

broad site-wide search, users can enter any keyword, from

a software tool name to a transcript name to a metabolic

function, to find results across the entire Tripal site.

Further, database developers may build customized search

interfaces for specific data types with advanced filtering

options. A second Tripal module, the Tripal Analysis

Expression module, has been developed to store and dis-

play gene expression levels across multiple tissues and con-

ditions derived from sequencing transcriptome data. For

each sequencing sample, a biomaterial record is created
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and all attributes such as individual, tissue and experimen-

tal condition are added as ontology-tagged, searchable

fields. Normalized expression values for each transcript or

gene from individual biomaterial are stored. The resulting

user interface of a bar chart or heatmap provides an intui-

tive visual representation of how genes or transcripts are

expressed in an organism, providing important clues about

biological function. Together, the modules provide signifi-

cant additional functionality for users to explore RNASeq

data, transcriptome assemblies and transcript expression

levels.

The code for both modules is available via GitHub.

They are currently in use at the Hardwood Genomics Web

(http://hardwoodgenomics.org), a database that houses

genetic and genomic data from hardwood tree species.

Both modules are build in PHP and work with Drupal 7.x

as an extension to Tripal version 2.x. Linux is the recom-

mended operating system for Drupal installations. The

modules currently do not support Drupal version (8), as

the core Tripal modules have not yet transitioned, how-

ever, Drupal 7 is in long term support mode by the Drupal

community. The modules are compatible with Chado ver-

sions from 1.2 to 1.31. Source code and developer guides

are open source and made available through GitHub under

the GNU General Public License 3. We welcome developer

and user feedback, including bug reports and questions,

through the GitHub issues queue.

Tripal Elasticsearch module

Overview

The Drupal content management system, which forms

the base for all Tripal sites, provides its own built-in

searching system. However, this system suffers from

several disadvantages that render it either slow or unus-

able for some Tripal databases. First, the Drupal search

system only indexes the HTML-rendered text content for

Drupal nodes; in Drupal, nodes are individual pieces of

content rendered as a web page. This is a major impedi-

ment to intelligent searching of a Tripal site, where the

biological data that is stored in the Chado database

schema is ignored unless it is part of a node. Even when

data is displayed as part of a node, the biological context

of the data may be lost. The native Drupal search also

does not offer fuzzy or partial word matching. Finally,

the indexing procedure for searching is very inefficient

for sites with hundreds of thousands of records, leading

to very slow indexing and searching for Tripal sites deal-

ing with very large numbers of records.

In order to provide site-wide searching functionality

and flexible, efficient access to the data hosted in Chado,

we developed the Tripal Elasticsearch module to integrate

the Elasticsearch engine with Tripal sites. The Tripal

Elasticsearch module leverages this search engine to pro-

vide both generic site-wide searching and the ability to

build customized search interfaces for specific Chado data-

base tables (Figure 1). Written in Java, Elasticsearch is

open source software that provides a powerful, fast and

feature-rich search engine. Elasticsearch clients are avail-

able in a variety languages, including PHP, the language of

Drupal and Tripal (https://github.com/elastic/elasticsearch-

php). Elasticsearch is designed to be used in distributed en-

vironments and thus is highly scalable, a critical concern

with the quickly growing amount of available genomic

data for many organisms. Elasticsearch indexes data in

schema-free JSON documents that are stored on the web

server and enable very fast look-up of search terms. The

index files can be split into pieces, called shards, across

many servers and support is provided to search and index

multiple source databases. The Tripal Elasticsearch mod-

ule opts to use the built-in query_string query method pro-

vided by Elasticsearch, which provides common search

methods such as AND/OR/NOT operators, wildcard (*)

search, phrase search with quotes, and 6 (include/exclude)

operators.

The Tripal Elasticsearch module utilizes the

Elasticsearch-PHP client to interact with the Elasticsearch

cluster. For site-wide indexing, the full Hyper Text

Markup Language (HTML) contents of all pages on the

site are indexed. This is accomplished by first querying

the Drupal database for all node IDs, as all individiual

web pages are stored as nodes in Drupal 7. The module

uses these IDs to query the site and extract the HTML

contents for each page. The HTML strings are processed

and, using the Elasticsearch-PHP client, turned into

Elasticsearch indexes. For table-specific indexing, the

process is slightly different. Instead of querying HTML,

the module extracts data content from the specific Chado

database tables and fields specified by the administrative

user, and then uses the Elasticsearch-PHP client to create

an Elasticsearch index specific to this dataset. A custom-

ized form and content search block are automatically cre-

ated for this index, with the administator able to

customize the form fields, the placement of the content

block on the website, and the URLs to link the results to

appropriate pages.

Administration interface

The Elasticsearch software can be installed on the same

server as the Tripal site or on a remote host or cloud host.

After this installation, the remaining setup can be con-

trolled entirely through the graphical user interface (GUI)
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administrative backend provided by the Tripal Elasticsearch

module. The module can be downloaded and enabled

through Drupal in the same way as other Tripal extension

modules. Next, the site administrator can connect the mod-

ule to the local or remote Elasticsearch cluster through an

administrative page. After a successful connection, health in-

formation of the cluster will be displayed (Figure 2A).

Next, site administrators can select the type of database

content they would like to index and create cron jobs that

will create those indexes. Administrators can also delete

the indexes. One option is to create a site-wide index,

where the module extracts the Hyper Text Markup

Language (HTML) source code of all published Drupal

nodes, excluding sequence strings, and then indexes these

html strings using the Elasticsearch engine. By doing this,

all published web pages become indexed and searchable,

regardless of content type or location of the underlying

data in the database. The module also implements Drupal

insert, delete and update function hooks so that any modi-

fication to site content will be detected by the module and

corresponding modifications to the Elasticsearch indexes

will be made. The required modifications - adding, remov-

ing or altering individual page indexes - are submitted as

jobs to the cron queue.

Alternatively to the site-wide search, the administrative

page pre-populates a drop-down menu box with all tables

from both the Drupal and Chado database schemas, allow-

ing the administrator to select one for individual indexing

(Figure 2B). The module will automatically detect which

tables have been previously indexed and warn the user to

prevent multiple indexes of the same data. To further

refine administrator control of indexing, individual fields

from a table may be included or excluded from the index.

This individual table indexing is useful to design advanced

search forms for subsets of data in the database or to in-

corporate searching of content in Chado that is not dis-

played in Drupal nodes.

Both site-wide and individual table indexing can be

time consuming for large datasets, so the Tripal

Elasticsearch module enables concurrent indexing jobs. By

leveraging the cron queue functionality in Drupal (https://

api.drupal.org/api/drupal/modules!system!system.api.php/

function/hook_cron_queue_info/7.x), administrative users

can opt to use up to ten simultaneous queues for the index-

ing process. Tripal Elasticsearch module also requires the

Drupal module Queue UI, which can be used to monitor

and manage cron queues (https://www.drupal.org/project/

queue_ui). Indexing jobs are then divided and assigned

evenly across the specified number of cron queues, and the

queues are managed independently and concurrently by

the cron daemon. Using more queues can largely decrease

the time of indexing, but it also uses more memory and

processors. The number of queues should be selected judi-

ciously based on available server resources. One successful

strategy to prevent interference with the responsiveness of

a live production site is to run the indexing on a develop-

ment server, then move the Elasticsearch index files to the

primary web server.

After a table is selected and indexed, the administrator

can build a search block to display to site users (Figure

2C). A Drupal block is a flexible unit of content that can

be configured to display on all site pages or only on certain

Figure 1. The Tripal Elasticsearch module depends on a number of other software packages. It works within the Drupal content management system

and requires the core Tripal modules. To build indexes and run efficient searchs, it relies on an Elasticsearch cluster, which it communicates with via

the Elasticsearch-PHP client. After installation of the software, all functionality can be controlled from web interfaces. The Drupal administrative user

can configure and set up site-wide and customized search interfaces. Once those are active, all website users can perform fast, efficient searching

with flexible search operators.
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pages, and it can be placed in specific page locations such

as a sidebar or header. Next, the administrator must enter

information about how individual search result columns

should link to content (Figure 2D). The search results

themselves are available as tokens for building a URL to

appropriately link each search result. For example, a gene

search may return a table with the gene name and its or-

ganism. Each of these fields may be linked to the most ap-

propriate place; i.e. the gene name to its feature page and

the organism name to the organism page. Once the block

and results links are built, the final step is to customize the

search form if needed. The administrative user can select

which of the indexed fields to expose as search boxes, the

user input type (enter free text or select options from a

dropdown), the field label, and the order of the fields in

the display (Figure 2E).

User interface

The Tripal Elasticsearch module provides a simple input

box for the generic site-wide search (Figure 3A) and the

administrator-customized form for a table specific search

(Figure 3B). While the Elasticsearch software provides over

a hundred searching methods, the Tripal Elasticsearch

module uses a comprehensive search method called

query_string as its default search method. With this search

method, users can build advanced queries, for example by

enclosing exact search phrases with quotes, by prefixing

words with ‘þ’ or ‘-’ to require or exclude from results,

and by using AND, OR and NOT operators. For better

performance only the first 100 search results are returned

by the generic site-wide search by default, but this can be

altered by the site administrator. Search results are dis-

played with a web page title link and a portion of web

page content with keywords in bold and italics, to provide

context for the matching keyword. For a table-specific

data search, 1000 search results are returned by default.

Search results are displayed in a paginated table and can be

sorted by clicking the table headers. A download button is

provided to download all search results as a comma-

separated value (csv) file.

Like the search forms which are embedded in a Drupal

block, search results from individual tables are also dis-

played in independent Drupal blocks. This makes it pos-

sible for the Tripal Elasticsearch module to display

aggregated data, and to functional as a faster alternative

to Drupal Views, a widely-used core Drupal module.

Administrative users can build a custom data view by using

the same procedure for building a custom search block for

desired data and then disabling the search form blocks.

The populated result block will remain and may be display

on any page in the site.

Example of customized transcript search in HGD

using materialized views

As a highly normalized schema, Chado often stores related

data across many different tables. To speed page rendering,

administrators often use materialized views. Materialized

views are tables built to hold the results of a common data-

base query, often a query that joins multiple tables or fil-

ters data. By storing the query results in a materialized

view, the results do not have to be rebuilt for new page

loads and can be quickly returned. The Tripal core includes

a module for administrators to create, populate and update

materialized views. The Tripal Elasticsearch module only

indexes and creates a search block from a single table, so a

materialized view is useful for building an advanced search

interface that searches content normally distributed across

multiple tables. For example, a site with RNASeq data

may provide a search form that incorporates searching by

transcript unique name, transcript functional annotation

and organism. In this example (Figure 3B), the materialized

view is created to aggregate data from three database

tables: chado.organism, chado.blast_hit_data and

chado.feature. The Tripal Elasticsearch module can be

used to index the new materialized view and build a search

form with the requisite custom fields. This transcript

search example could easily be extended to include other

types of functional annotation, such as KEGG results, gene

ontology terms, phenotype associations and more. Once

the custom materialized view is indexed by the module, it

can be deleted from the database to reduce redundancy

and minimize filesystem storage space.

Tripal Analysis Expression module

Overview of functionality

Tripal has existing support for aspects of RNA sequencing

experiments, including assembled transcripts and associ-

ated in silico functional annotation from BLAST (16),

InterProScan (17) and KEGG (18) analysis. The Tripal

Analysis Expression module expands this support by ena-

bling storage and display of a gene expression experiment,

including a description of the experiment, the biological

samples (biomaterials) and the normalized gene expression

values (Table 1). The module is able to accept either

RNASeq or microarray expression assays (Figure 4). To

build a gene expression analysis record, first an administra-

tor needs to add biomaterial records. At a minimum, the

biomaterial record must hold a name, a description, and a

provider contact, and it must be linked to an organism.

However, this content type is flexible and expandable in

order to store the many different possible types of

metadata that may be associated with a biomaterial.
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Figure 2. The Tripal Elasticsearch module administrative pages provide centralized control of data indexing and construction of search interfaces. (A)

The module first needs to be connected to a running Elasticsearch cluster. (B) The user may opt to index the entire site by selecting ‘index_website’

or select individual tables and fields from the database. The index jobs are automatically launched via cron. (C) Based on available search indexes, a

search form can be built and placed in a Drupal content block for display to users. (D) For each search block, the search results are linked to site con-

tent by constructing custom URLs (universal resource locator). The administrative page gives an example of how to use search results as tokens in

the construction of URLs. (E) The search form can be customized for the best final user experience.
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Customizable property fields associated with a controlled

vocabulary may also be added to fully describe a record

(Figure 5A). This could include information such as tissue,

treatment, life stage, or geographic location. The list of

properties may be expanded to suit the needs of each ex-

periment by importing new controlled vocabularies or add-

ing new custom controlled vocabulary terms. Both

options are available through the Tripal core. The module

also provides for database cross referencing, where records

link out to other databases such as NCBI’s Biosample data-

base (19). The biomaterial content type may be used in

a Tripal site independently without adding information

about an expression experiment. It could be useful for

describing biomaterials for other related-omics experi-

ments such as genotyping, DNA sequencing, proteomics or

metabolomics.

Figure 3. The Tripal Elasticsearch module builds content blocks for search forms. Using the Drupal block system, a search block may be displayed on

every page, on its own dedicated page or on a specific page or pages across the site. Screenshots are taken from the Hardwood Genomics Web

where the Tripal Elasticsearch module is in production use. (A) The generic site-wide search block includes a single, global search field and search

button. (B) A table-specific search form provides additional search fields for more advanced filtering of results. Here, transcript results are quickly re-

turned from a database containing over 500 000 transcript records and >13 600 000 BLAST hits.
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After biomaterials are established, a full gene expression

experiment may be described, starting by creating a new

expression analysis record. The Tripal core already pro-

vides a generic analysis content type to represents a

bioinformatic analysis of a dataset. An analysis record is

useful for linking all data in the database back to the rele-

vant materials and methods used to generate the data. To

customize this for a gene expression experiment, the Tripal

Figure 4. Flow of data in the Tripal Analysis Expression module. Either RNASeq or microarray experimental data can be utilized and needs to include

biomaterias, design and analysis methodology and expression values. From within a web interface, a site administrator can add and configure this

content, yielding a number of visual interfaces for users to explore the data.

Figure 5. Administration interface of the Expression module. (A) Administrators can add customizable property fields to biomaterial record to provide

metadata about experimental conditions, tissue, developmental stage, etc. These fields must be registered as a part of a controlled vocabulary through

the core Tripal Controlled Vocabulary module. (B) The module is able to bulk load biomaterials from a CSV file or an NCBI BioSample XML formatted file.

(C) The module can load expression data in column or matrix formats. These formats are described at the top of the page. The interface also allows the

administrative user to specify regular expressions to exclude any header or footer text in the file that should be ignored such as column headings.
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Analysis Expression module extends the analysis content

type and adds fields for laboratory and data analysis proto-

cols. If a microarray was used, there is an option to specify

the array platform and design. It also enables the upload of

the normalized gene expression data associated with the

gene expression analysis record. In the database, this links

each expression value to an individual feature (a gene, a

transcript or other sequence) and to a biomaterial.

Administration interface

After installing the Tripal Analysis Expression module, ad-

ministrators or curators can utilize web forms to create

new biomaterials and expression analysis content. For

large sets of data, bulk import is also available. For bioma-

terials the provided data loader can parse BioSample re-

cords downloaded from NCBI in XML format (19) or

derive data from a tab-delimited text file (Figure 5B). The

data is stored into the Chado biomaterial tables (biomate-

rial, biomaterial_dbxref, biomaterialprop, etc.). Another

data loader provides the ability to enter expression values

into the Chado schema from common expression data for-

mats (Figure 5C). The first option is column format, where

a folder with individual files is provided with each file cor-

responding to a biomaterial and containing one gene per

line, followed by a space or tab and the numerical expres-

sion value. A second option is to provide a large tab-

separated value file with gene names beginning each line

and columns of values corresponding to biomaterials.

Examples of both file formats are provided within the

module documentation. The module assumes that expres-

sion values are normalized prior to entry and no statistical

manipulation of the data is performed. In an effort to

maintain compatibility with current and past databases

with the Chado schema, the Tripal Analysis Expression

module does not create any new database tables. Instead

the module utilizes existing Chado tables from the MAGE

(microarray gene expression), organism, contact, sequence

and companalysis table groups (3).

The Tripal Analysis Expression module provides full

administrative functionality for each content type. The site

administrator can sync, delete, and alter settings for each

content type provided by the module. The Tripal Analysis

Expression module is completely separate from the Tripal

Elasticsearch module; some sites may choose to use one

but not the other. To account for this possibility, standard

Drupal views-based searches are automatically provided

for biomaterials and gene expression analysis records.

User interface

Users can access biomaterials associated with an organism

directly from the organism page in a Tripal site. The Tripal

Analysis Expression module interacts with the organism

module using the Drupal hook system and uses the stand-

ard Tripal page template to add a link to biomaterials on

the organism page sidebar. When a user clicks on this side

menu link, a list of biomaterials is displayed, with multiple

pages if the list is longer than ten. Clicking through to an

individual biomaterial provides information including all

associated metadata properties and external database ref-

erences. All page templates are fully customizable and site

developers may override defaults to alter menu items, link

locations, paging options, etc. Further, if a site administra-

tor wishes to create a page dedicated to exploring all bio-

material records outside of the organism page, a dedicated

Table 1. Many different types of data may be produced related to an RNA sequencing experiment, and in many cases, there al-

ready exists a supporting Tripal module that accepts standard data file formats and encourages use of appropriate controlled

vocabularies

Type of data Tripal module Upload file format Controlled vocabulary Corresponding NCBI database

RNA Sequence read Feature (core) Fasta Sequence ontology Sequence read archive

Assembled transcript

sequence

Feature (core) and analysis

unigene (extension)

Fasta Sequence ontology Transcriptome shotgun

assembly

Gene sequence Feature (core) Fasta Sequence ontology Gene

BLAST result BLAST (extension) XML Gene ontology NA

KEGG result KEGG (extension) Tab-delimited Gene ontology NA

Biomaterial Analysis expression (extension) XML or tab-delimited Species-dependenta BioSample

Gene expression values Analysis expression (extension) Matrix or column files NA Gene expression omnibuss

Gene expression

experiment methods

Analysis expression (extension) Descriptive text NA BioProject

Data may be sourced from or uploaded to a corresponding database in NCBI.
aBiomaterials may be associated with multiple controlled vocabulaties, often species-specific. For example, plant samples may be described by anatomical struc-

ture and development stage with the Plant Ontology (20), by phenotype with the Plant Trait Ontology or by stress treatment with the Plant Stress Ontology. All

of these ontologies are available through Planteome (http://planteome.org/).
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page may be created with Drupal Views or Tripal

Elasticsearch.

To explore gene expression values, the Tripal Analysis

Expression module also hooks into the Tripal Feature

module. For each feature with expression data, a link

labeled ‘Expression’ is added to the side menu on the fea-

ture page. Clicking on this link generates a one dimen-

sional heatmap figure using the JavaScript D3 library

(https://d3js.org/). The user has the option of altering the

heatmap figure by removing biomaterial libraries that do

not express the feature or sorting the biomaterials by ex-

pression value. The expression figure may be displayed as

a bar chart (Figure 6A) or as a one-dimensional heat map

(Figure 6B). The biomaterial names displayed on the x-axis

are usually short identifiers, so if the user hovers their

mouse pointer over a biomaterial, a pop-up display with

the full biomaterial description appears.

The module also provides a tool for users to enter a list

of feature names (Figure 6C) and display their expression

data as a two-dimensional heatmap (Figure 6D). This tool

comes embedded in a Drupal content block that may be

placed on any page or embedded in its own page. Users

can directly enter a list of feature unique names or IDs of

interest, or obtain features via transcript or feature

search interfaces that are built by applying the Tripal

Elasticsearch module. The heatmap is created with the

Plotly javascript graphing library (https://plot.ly/javascript/

) which provides interactive tools enabling the user to pan,

zoom and download the image inside the browser window.

Users may perform further image exploration by selecting

the ‘save and edit plot in cloud’, which loads their current

image and its underlying data into the public Plotly cloud-

based workspace tool (https://plot.ly/create/) with many

additional data visualization and filtering options.

Example of exploring differential expression with

the Tripal Elasticsearch and Tripal Analysis

Expression modules

Both modules are currently installed on the Hardwood

Genomics Web, a site housing forest tree transcriptome

data. Using this database we can illustrate how the mod-

ules can be used together to explore the expression patterns

of a group of transcripts. For example, a user may want to

explore expression patterns in transcripts originating from

heat shock gene family members in Fraxinus pennsylvanica

(green ash). This species has a published transcriptome

with 107 611 transcripts derived from de novo assembly of

RNA sequence data from 55 biomaterials, including sev-

eral stress treatments such as heat, cold, drought, mechan-

ical wounding and varying levels of ozone concentration

(21). Heat shock proteins were initially discovered as an

induced response to heat stress in Drosophila (22) and

plant homologs have also been observed increasing in ex-

pression under heat stress as well as other types of stress

including cold and wounding (23, 24). To explore if heat

shock proteins are induced across the various stressed bio-

materials in F. pennsylvanica, a user might first use the

transcript search interface with the phrase ‘heat shock’ in

the BLAST match description (Figure 3B). The organism

may be filtered by selecting ‘Fraxinus pennsylvanica’. As of

May 2017, this yields 302 putative heat shock transcripts.

For comparison purposes, reference transcripts likely to be

constitutively expressed across all tissues may also be

examined. Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 is often used

in RT-qPCR (quantitative reverse transcription PCR) and

other assays as a constitutive expression control gene (25).

A search for gene features that contain BLAST matches to

‘Ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2’ (including quotes in the

search) yields 123 transcripts from F. pennsylvanica as of

May 2017. To generate a small exploratory heatmap, we

selected 8 transcripts randomly from each set of search re-

sults and compared them using the expression visualization

heatmap tool (Figure 6D). From the heatmap, we can see

that 6 out of 8 heat-shock transcripts have increased ex-

pression under several stress conditions, notably heat treat-

ments. The 8 ubiquitin transcripts display more consistent

expression across all biomaterials. This example demon-

strates the types of data exploration enabled by a com-

bined use of the Tripal Elasticsearch module and the Tripal

Analysis Expression module.

Conclusions

The modular nature of the Tripal software enables new

functionality to be easily built and offered as optional add-

ons for the Tripal community. The installation of a new

module or set of modules can immediately provide the in-

frastructure for a new genomic content types and provide

custom data discovery and visualization interfaces. Here,

we described two new extension modules inspired by the

need to provide robust transcriptome data access in a

Tripal website. First, the Tripal Elasticsearch module ser-

vices the findable principle of data infrastructure by pro-

viding a major advance over prior search solutions.

Second, the Tripal Analysis Expression module provides an

efficient way for Tripal databases to store and offer public

access to gene expression experiment data. This enables ex-

ploration of data through visualization of gene expression

levels for individual genes and the ability for users to build

their own expression heatmaps from their genes of interest,

encouraging reuse of existing experimental data. Together,

the modules provide significant additional Tripal
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Figure 6. User interface of Tripal Analysis Expression module. (A) The feature page initially displays expression values as a bar chart. (B) Users may

toggle the the barchart to a one-dimensional heatmap. (C) An interactive tool allows users to paste in a list of feature ids of interest. (D) The tool will

create a two dimensional heatmap of the feature expression values across all available biomaterials. This heatmap displays ubiquitin transcripts (top

eight rows) vs. heat-shock transcripts (bottom eight rows) from Fraxinus pennsylvanica (green ash). Hovering over the boxes with red and orange

color in the online heatmap reveals that they are derived from petioles and leaves exposed to heat stress (40 �C for 24 h).
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functionality for users to explore RNASeq data, transcrip-

tome assemblies and transcript expression levels.
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